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Abstract -- Comparing two of the most common practices for human cardiac assessment, magnetocardiography (MCG) and electrocardiography (ECG), significant advantages of MCG can be seen. These include higher sensitivity and accuracy in response to related conditions, detection of more localized signals, and better deep tissue penetration. Here, we propose a new cardiac electromagnetic (EM) field detection system with fully-passive coil sensors for MCG monitoring in the pre-hospital environment. Contrary to conventional MCG detection systems, namely SQUIDs, the proposed system is light weight and inexpensive to operate and does not require any shielding or cryogenic cooling. The MCG detection system contains multiple MCG coil sensors, an ECG sensor, an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and a computer for Digital Signal Processing (DSP). The changing magnetic flux of the human heart can be detected by the MCG sensor, in turn helping sense the MCG signal in real time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring human bio-signals, and particularly heart-generated electromagnetic (EM) fields, can be challenging, yet critical for detecting, assessing, grading and diagnosing heart-related conditions. Two of the most commonly technologies used to date for assessing cardiac related conditions are electrocardiography (ECG) and magnetocardiography (MCG). These capture the cardiac electric and magnetic field, respectively [1]. Comparing these two technologies, several studies have shown significant advantages and potential benefits of MCG over ECG for various clinical applications [2]-[4], including: higher sensitivity in response to ischemia [3], higher accuracy in diagnosis of various heart conditions [2], ability to detect more localized signals [2], and higher accuracy in detecting deep EM signals [4].

Unfortunately, MCG signals are extremely weak, making them very hard to capture, i.e., the actual MCG signals will most likely be buried under the noise floor. The widely adopted technology used today for such low-level MCG detection is called Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs), and was first proposed over 40 years ago [5]. SQUIDs are coils that maintain a superconductive state by being immersed in liquid helium to achieve the required high sensitivity. However, SQUIDs are bulky and expensive, and require extensive shielding and cryogenic cooling. As such, they are limited for use in hospital/medical environments. As an alternative, we propose fully-passive sensors to monitor human MCG in the pre-hospital environment.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

The proposed MCG detection system is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of: an MCG coil sensor, an off-the-shelf ECG sensor, an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), and a computer for Digital Signal Processing (DSP). Our system builds on the work previously done by J. Mooney et al. [6], with smaller MCG coil sensor size and improved signal post-processing.

To obtain the final MCG signal, a three-step procedure is followed. First, the heart signal is captured by the MCG coil sensor and the ECG sensor simultaneously. Next, the captured analog signals go through the ADC and get converted into two corresponding digital signals: raw MCG and raw ECG signals. Finally, the raw signals are routed to a local computer for DSP. Key to this post-processing approach is that the raw MCG signals are synced with the R-peaks of the ECG signal at individual cardiac cycles, in turn creating multiple cycling windows. All windows are then averaged to filter out most of the uncorrelated noise and, eventually, generate the intended MCG signal. Further details regarding the MCG coil sensor design and associated signal post-processing approach are provided below.

A. MCG Coil Sensor

As shown in Fig. 1, the MCG coil sensor consists of an induction coil and an amplifier. The system operates on the principle that the changing magnetic flux of the human heart can be captured by the induction coil, generating, in turn, changing voltage levels across the coil terminals. This can further be amplified to larger signals for easier pick up by the
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ADC. Due to the fact that the cardiac generated signal is extremely small (smaller than the earth’s magnetic field), each induction coil is connected to an amplifier with a gain of 1000.

Our research has explored MCG coil sensors of various sizes, illuminating trade-offs in terms of sensitivity vs. size/weight. We have also explored a single MCG coil sensor as a starting point, followed by an array of coils to help reduce the recording time needed for averaging.

B. Digital Signal Processing (DSP)

As described above, our recording system produces raw MCG and raw ECG signals right before DSP. Depending on the employed number of induction coils, a corresponding number of raw MCG signals is produced (e.g., raw MCG1, raw MCG2 etc.). Our subsequent DSP can be summarized as follows:

- First, raw MCG signals are cut into several viewing windows using the corresponding ECG R peak. Each string of MCG produces N viewing windows: MCG1 wdw1, ..., MCG1 wdwN, MCG2 wdw1, ..., MCG2 wdwN, etc.
- Second, all windows within the same string are averaged to produce the resulting averaged MCG signals: MCG1 ave, MCG2 ave, etc. For example, MCG1 ave can be calculated using equation (1).

\[
MCG1ave = \frac{\sum MCG1w_{dw1} + \ldots + MCG1w_{dwN}}{N}
\] (1)

- Third, moving average filters are applied to each of the averaged MCG signals to filter out the main 60 Hz noise. In turn, this step produces the final MCG signal for each MCG string: MCG1 final, MCG2 final, etc.
- Fourth, all strings of the final MCG signals are averaged to produce one final MCG signal.

Modifications to the aforementioned DSP method are currently being explored for improves signal to noise ratio.

III. MAIN RESULTS

Proof-of-concept experiments were carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the overall system. The experiment set up is shown in Fig. 2(a). A loop wire powered by a function generator (set to generate a 50 Hz sine wave) was used to emulate human heart. The MCG coil sensor was placed approximately 1 cm away from the emulated heart to pick up the signal. A power supply was used to power the amplifier board for the coil sensor, and a 24-bit ADC was used to record the signals.

Preliminary results show that the proposed system has the ability to detect an emulated 50 Hz signal as low as 2mV peak-to-peak (pk-pk) using only one MCG coil sensor and 5 minutes of recording time. Referring to Fig. 5(b), the blue line is the “fake MCG” signal which is the final DSPed signal picked up by the MCG sensor. The orange line is the “fake ECG” signal, which is a 50Hz, 25mV pk-pk sine wave synced with the 2mV pk-pk signal that is set as input to the emulated heart.

![Fig. 2. (a) Proof of concept experimental set up. (b) Experimental result: blue line is the processed final simulated MCG signal, orange line is the original simulated ECG signal.](image)

IV. CONCLUSION

Preliminary results have shown the ability to successfully detect MCG signals using the proposed coil-based detection system. Ongoing work aims to refine our proof-of-concept system design and experimental set-up. Specifically, we intend to optimize the coil sensor design, optimize the amplifier board design, employ more effective DSP methods, detect real human cardiac signals, and, eventually, translate our coil sensor into a wearable vest.
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In the short-term, I plan to continue research on this topic and pursue my Ph.D. at Ohio State’s ElectroScience Laboratory. In the long-term, I plan to continue working in the RF and EM field in a company after graduation.
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